Wellness: a New Heath Model for the Isle of Man

Monday 25th June 2018
Manx Museum, Douglas, Isle of Man, British Isles
Since 1997: The Making of a Dissident (and Heretic)

Our Friend Peggy ‘chemo’ the 94%... / Jeremy Clarkson

Toxins and Lacks

Walk The Walk - a personal lesson in Wellness not ‘health’

Globally Unique Island Opportunities: Proposal 1, Proposal 2.
State of Wellness - Not the USA, but on Island?

Restoring gut health - Giving away our 2,000 booklets: What’s on Your Plate & Food And You

Pay Doctors to keep people Well: Vermont, and China. if not, Pharmacists will push the (GP) pills at 1/3\textsuperscript{rd} cost.
Wellness Is A State of Being

While ’health’ is a state of body

Disease mongering, driven by Single Organ Science: ‘know your numbers…’

We’re paying for wrong outcomes: for sick treatment, never ever, Wellness

My blog: http://jurbywellness.com/2017/10/21/hpv-vaccination-adding-already-crowded-schedule/ HPV deaths harms: Japan, Denmark, USA.
How Did We Get So Sick?

Ignore food, & lifestyle, & behaviours, 90% of dis-ease is not genetic.

Statins, over-prescribed to ‘85%’ for primary care. Cardiologist: ‘it IS criminal’– while the ‘cholesterol causes heart disease’ evidence is still missing

Vaccinations: 5 doses when I was a kid, now it’s 30 plus, but 69 doses in US in 2018.
Disease Mongering Avoidance – Homework?

The Cholesterol Con: Dr Malcolm Kendrick, (Scots, GP)

The Great Prostate Hoax, Dr Richard Ablin, (US, MD)

Vaccines a Parent’s Guide, Dr R Halvorsen, (English, GP)

Website: truthtellers.im from 4th July, videos on: Prostate, Breast, Cancer
1) ALL cause mortality goes up, as cholesterol goes down.

2) Not gluten but Glyphosate intolerance? - IoM the 2nd Country to ban Glyphosate?

3) You actually need more gut acid / more food diversity (not proton pump inhibitors)

4) RBS warning (white: Rice, Bread, Sugar) all magnesium blockers, more heart attacks
Standard NHS Health advice: compeed, 2nd skin, vaseline, zinc oxide tape
Non-medical advice, walked 85 miles yesterday
NHS advice rarely treats the causes: in 2013
Amateurs built the Ark, experts built the Titanic
Let All The Evidence Speak: Proposal 1.

- The Oldest Parliament on Earth: The Vote, for Women - but earlier

- Proposal 1): ‘Five Meds Max’ Mandated by Manx Law, by 2020

- An event, a website and a book:
  3rd Dec’ 2018 ‘The Emperor Has No Statins’ event at: Manx Museum

Email: Courtenay@JurbyWellness.im  Mobile + 44 (0)7624 424 455
Let All The Evidence Speak: Proposal 2.

Coming Shortly: HPV vaccinations for boys... Over *MY* dead body.

*My* Isle of Man Schools, Filmed, Debates: the science, the trials, the harms

Proposal 2): Vaccinated v Unvaccinated, an Isle of Man Country Study

Email: Courtenay@JurbyWellness.im  Mobile + 44 (0)7624 424 455